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Figure 2: Schematic showing the use of a self-assembling peptide with microfluidic devices. Sixteen-residue strands of

8 days before fixing and staining with DAPI and phalloidin rhodamine.
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amino acids (a) form a bilayer of beta sheets (b, c), which then aggregate to form the fibers of a hydrogel (d). The
d hydrogel is injected into the gel region of a microfluidic device (e). All images except c. obtained from Nathan

Hammond Figure c obtained from web mit edu/lms/www/research htmb.
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Hammond. Figure c. obtained from web.mit.edu/lms/www/research.htm.
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   f  d h ll d h d    l  Figure 3: Images of DAPI and phalloidin-rhodamine stains: a., a single 
endothelial cell spread on the gel-media interface; b  c  cells endothelial cell spread on the gel media interface; b., c., cells 
proliferating in device channels and spreading under the gel; d.-f.,  the e.
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cell-cell connections which could be a precursor to cell networks. 100μm f.
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FUTURE WORKRESULTS AND DISCUSSION FUTURE WORKRESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Six samples of cells seeded on peptide gel were Future work should focus on:

examined eight days after cell seeding. Of these six Injecting lower peptide concentrations
samples, little or no gel invasion was observed.
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Injecting lower peptide concentrations
Increasing cell-seeding densityRather, the cells proliferated adjacent to the gel, and
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Increasing cell-seeding density
Optimizing chemico mechanical gradientslarge, dense cells could be seen throughout the
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Running assays with interstitial flow
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cells tended to squeeze between the coverslip and the gel region as evidenced by the presence of actin in

cell adhesion motifs
cells tended to squeeze between the coverslip and the gel region, as evidenced by the presence of actin in
PDMS regions (Fig 3b c) Additionally six samples of cells seeded in the peptide gel were examined fourPDMS regions (Fig. 3b,c). Additionally, six samples of cells seeded in the peptide gel were examined four
days after seeding. Of these, most of the cells present seemed to die either during the injection process ordays after seeding. Of these, most of the cells present seemed to die either during the injection process or
shortly thereafter, as they remained small and rounded in the gel. However, in several cases smally , y g ,
connections or protrusions could be observed between two cells (Fig. 3d-f), indicating live cells which were ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS p ( g ), g
able to communicate with each other.
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Figure 4: Illustration of a single RAD16-II molecule. 

Image obtained from Nathan Hammondand made gentler so that a higher proportion of the cells survive. This may require some chemical tweaking
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of the gel solution itself as well. Furthermore, the gel, again 0.5% RAD16-I, may have been too
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concentrated, and the cells too sparse for optimal network formation. However, examples of connected
pairs of cells a possible precursor of networks encourage optimism for future assayspairs of cells, a possible precursor of networks, encourage optimism for future assays.


